
How Active Listening  
Can Guide a Joint Session
BY SAMUEL ‘MOOLY’ DINNAR

In a private meeting at his corner office, the founder-CEO told me, “I 
should have never taken money from these Wall Street barracudas! 
I knew it! All he cares about is money, and he is squeezing me to 

satisfy his own greed!” 
The founder was clearly hurt and outraged at the surprising demands.
I was tasked with mediating this urgent, highly-emotional entre-

preneurial dispute between the founder-CEO of a promising cancer-
research biotech startup and the startup’s existing largest shareholder, an 
investor who was an oil & gas hedge-fund millionaire. 

I listened to learn that things were going great up to a just a week 
ago. Recent lab results six months ago were extremely promising, and 
despite the technology still being a long way from generating any real 
product or revenue, it had future potential. 

Based on this and more recent experimental data, the company was 
on the verge of securing a $20 million venture capital financing, at an 
attractive valuation of $100M. 

But then, shockingly, after five months of negotiating the details, 
the venture capital firm changed its mind and walked away without a 
reason. The company was in a bind. It was running out of cash to pay 
salaries, rent and expenses, and it was now too late to start the process 
with other VC firms.

So the founder-CEO turned to the existing investors to ask for an 
internal round of financing. He expected them to be supportive, and 
agree to a slightly lower valuation than the VC valuation, in order to 
“extend the runway” ahead of future financing. But…

The Robber Baron

The problem was that the largest investor—who the founder described 
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Listening’s Presence and Power in Mediation Practice

The Science of  
Hearing Effectively
BY ROBERT ANGELO CREO

When people talk, listen completely. Most people never listen. 

— Ernest Hemingway

Compassionate listening is to help the other side suffer less. If we real-
ize that other people are the same people as we are, we are no longer 
angry at them.

— Thich Nhat Hanh

* * *

As a young lawyer, I attended informal lunches with senior practi-
tioners and judges at a restaurant which reserved two round tables 
daily for the legal profession to congregate on an ad hoc basis. 

As an arbitrator apprentice, I accompanied my mentor who was 
almost 50 years my senior. The esteemed lawyers and judges intimidated 
me and I seldom spoke unless responding to a direct question. I mostly 
listened in silence. 

Many of the attendees had great humility but some were boastful 
and self-aggrandizing. There was one very successful senior lawyer 
who also ate in silence and rarely offered opinions or comments. Once 
while walking with him after lunch, he commended me on my ability 
to be silent while paying attention to the details of the conversation. I 
responded that he rarely spoke. He noted that the words “listen” and 
“silent” had identical six letters and that he felt his success had a lot to 
do with his ability to observe and process information and his ability to 
“listen” in “silence.” 

(continued on page 93)
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to me using the name “hedge-fund robber baron”—agreed to invest an 
additional $3 million, but under two harsh conditions: 

A) The valuation would be very low, lower than the prior round (“a 
down-round”) which would give the investor a majority ownership; and 

B) The founder-CEO would resign his CEO position, and a new 
CEO would be hired. 

The founder was offended. He saw these demands as a cold opportu-
nistic powerplay that would steal “his baby” from him, after all the years 
of lab research and efforts he had put into creating this company. And 
just on the verge of huge success!

I used active listening in private session to learn more about the 
founder, his motivations and his aspirations. This was useful. I then did 
the same with the lead investor and decided to bring them both in for 
a joint session. 

I started by asking the founder about his reason for leaving the 
university lab and starting the company, and went on to ask about his 
thoughts on what the company needs to be successful. 

The investor waited patiently as I paraphrased the founder’s percep-
tions regarding the value he brought to the company and why he needed 
to continue on this journey as the CEO. The founder’s tone was harsh, 
and I could see the investor being uncomfortable, but I let the founder 
go a little longer. 

After a while I sensed that the founder felt heard, so I thanked him 
for his input before getting his permission to having me hear a little from 
the hedge-fund manager.

I shifted my body to face the investor, and asked, “So what are your 
interests in making the investment into the company?” The investor 
explained his thought that the company will not be able to succeed in the 
long run if it was valued too high now, so therefore the valuation should 
be kept low until there is more scientific progress.

I summarized his words and asked for confirmation: “So I under-
stand that your interest is in maintaining a reasonable valuation for 
future growth, and being able to attract VCs to a future round. Did I get 
that right?”

“Exactly,” the investor replied. “And that’s why I think that now, with 
a low valuation, is also the right timing to bring in an industry-experi-
enced CEO who would lend credibility to the future round.”

It was my turn again: “So you are making these two demands 
because you want the company to be better positioned for future suc-
cess, is that right?”

“Absolutely,” the investor replied.
He no longer felt alone and defensive, but started to feel under-

stood. Yet still, from the corner of my eye, I could sense hostility com-
ing from the founder’s corner. I made eye contact with him briefly, 
and realized that he did not believe any of this, but was willing to let 
me continue.

I turned back to the investor: “And why is the future success of this 
company so important to you?”

He explained directly, “Because the company is working on finding 
a cure to this rare kind of cancer, which could be huge!” 
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I followed, “And making a huge scientific discovery is something you 
think will be rewarding to you?”

“Yes” he said. I knew immediately that the founder heard this as 
a validation that greed was indeed the hedge-fund’s main motiva-
tion. But I continued to explore: “And why would that be rewarding 
to you?”

The investor declared, “Because then there would be a cure to this 
rare disease!”

“And why is that important to you?” I asked.
His tone changed. He said softly, “For the same reason I invested in 

this company in the first place.”
I waited a couple of seconds, and asked yet another “why-question”: 

“And why did you make your original investment in this company?” I 
asked.

Emotion Is Triggered

There was silence. This stern hedge-fund manager spoke even more 
softly now.

“Ten years ago, my nephew died from this disease. Since that day, 
I have vowed to use all my spare time to study child cancer research 
and make personal investments in promising technologies. When 
I first met the founder, … ” —he glanced at the founder briefly for 
the first time since the start of the session— “… I realized that this 
technology had real potential, and decided to put my own money 
into this effort.” 

The investor took a deep breath. “I don’t want to see this company 
fail,” he said, “just because some VCs backed out at the last moment. We 
must give this technology a chance!” 

He was emotional. I was emotional, but I still managed to para-
phrase, “So this is personal for you. You really believe in the founder’s 
invention and want to see it succeed, don’t you?” 

“Yes,” he said, and turned to the founder: “I’m sorry, but if we want 
this to work, we have to do this and bring in someone with more experi-
ence.”

The founder had tears in his eyes. We all knew that we had turned 
a corner. From that point on, we could work jointly on finding a work-
able solution. 

It wasn’t easy, but we were now real humans, trying to solve a real 
problem together. This was the power of using active listening in a joint 
session.

Active listening provided the turning point in this mediation. Using 
active listening to demonstrate understanding was a way to establish 
trust, empathy and openness that in turn served as a foundation for 
moving forward in the mediation. 

There were still many more ups-and-downs before reaching a satis-
factory resolution a few days later. But never again during our sessions 
did I hear the term robber-baron used, nor any other degrading lan-
guage. Both sides worked hard at finding creative ideas that could satisfy 
many, even if not all, of the parties’ interests and concerns. 

We eventually were able to find such a workable solution. The com-
pany went on to recruit an experienced CEO and continue its research. 
The mediated agreement kept alive the company’s chances of achieving 
success, with significant value to all stakeholders. 
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